Flicker fusion phenomena.
The high-frequency temporal behavior of the human visual system has been shown to have some of the properties of a linear low-pass filter. For such a system it is appropriate to consider a repetitive stimulus as having separable Fourier harmonic components. The direct-current component or average luminance is important in that it sets the adaptation level. It is therefore convenient to keep it constant when varying other stimulus parameters, such as frequency or wave form. Of the alternating-current components, only the fundamental is important at high frequencies, the higher harmonics being relatively more attenuated. Any linear low-pass filter system responds in a predictable way to sinusoidal stimulation, whether continuous or of short duration. In the case of the visual system, predictable behavior is found at high frequencies, and it leads to discovery of hitherto unobserved pseudoflash and real flash phenomena. Measurement of a new characteristic time is suggested. At low frequencies the use of half and whole-sinusoidal flashes leads to the discovery of some interesting relations with flicker thresholds, but these remain for future discussion.